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Advanced biomass processing technology integrating fast pyrolysis and inorganic catalysis requires an improved understanding of the thermal decomposition of biopolymers in contact with porous catalytic surfaces. High speed photography (1000 frames per second) reveals that direct impingement of microcrystalline cellulose particles (300 μm) with rhodium-based reforming catalysts at high temperature (700 °C) produces an intermediate liquid phase that reactivively boils to vapors. The intermediate liquid maintains contact with the porous surface permitting high heat transfer (MW m−2) generating an internal thermal gradient visible within the particle as a propagating wave of solid to liquid conversion. Complete conversion to liquid yields a fluid droplet on the catalyst surface exhibiting a linear decrease in droplet volume with time leaving behind a clean surface absent of solid residue (char). Under specific interfacial conditions, conversion with large cellulosic particles on the length-scale of wood chips (millimeters) occurs continuously as generated liquid and vapors are pushed into the porous surface.

Introduction

The search for advanced processing technologies capable of efficiently converting biomass to fuels and chemicals has led to the combination of solid biomass pyrolysis and catalytic processes. Direct utilization of catalysts with biomass requires the large biopolymers of lignocellulose to be broken down to species capable of interacting with catalytic active sites while maintaining catalyst integrity.1 Emerging technologies have shown that high temperature decomposition (e.g. fast pyrolysis) pairs well with the use of inorganic catalysts due to similar processing rates, occurring orders of magnitude faster than existing biological processes (e.g. enzymatic hydrolysis).3,4 Recently, Huber et al. demonstrated mixed pyrolysis/catalysis by rapid heating of cellulose particles in the presence of aluminosilicates (e.g. ZSM-5), which both cracked large biopolymers and converted the organic intermediates to highly desirable gasoline-like aromatic species.5 Additionally, Schmidt et al. demonstrated that alumina-supported reforming catalysts combined with cellulose pyrolysis efficiently produce synthesis gas (H2 + CO) and allow for selective tuning of product ratios.6,7

However, the mechanism by which cellulose thermally decomposes to volatile organic compounds (VOCs) on catalytic surfaces for downstream processing is unknown, hindering advancement of catalytic biomass reactors. The process generally occurs by cellulose particles impacting a high temperature surface, driving endothermic pyrolysis of the polymer structure to VOCs. These products are then convected from the particle to the neighboring solid, interacting chemically with the catalyst surface. Unknowns within this complex set of interacting phenomena are the dominant method of heat transfer to particles (convection, radiation, or conduction), the state of the cellulose particle over the course of conversion (solid or liquid), the extent of particle homogeneity, the physical interaction between the particle and surface, and the rate limiting phenomenon (pyrolysis or some mode of heat transfer). The complex nature of the system prevents substantial understanding by transport models integrating particle, surrounding gas, and surface chemistry.

This paper examines the conversion of cellulose particles in direct contact with high-temperature catalytic reforming catalysts in the presence of oxygen. Small, pure particles of cellulose on the length scale of 10–400 μm are observable under significant optical and temporal magnification (1000 frames per second). Variation of the catalytic surface between realistic porous foam supports and experimental flat surfaces permits a clear observation of the particle/surface interaction. Additionally, dimensional tracking of particles with time reveals the extent of conversion from solid cellulose to intermediate phases, and it permits an indirect measurement of surface-to-particle heat transfer.

The results show that micron- to millimeter-scale particles decompose to an intermediate liquid droplet before further decomposing and boiling completely to volatile species. The
intermediate particle predominately exists as a heterogeneous mixture of solid and liquid with linear reduction in height with respect to time indicating a potential for continuous processing of larger particles. Therefore, additional experiments consider high temperature reforming catalysts in contact with large particles (rods, 7 × 7 × 500 mm) that extend away from the surface permitting examination of continuous catalytic processing of cellulose. The processing rate was measured as a function of the interfacial temperature and the applied pressure between the cellulose feedstock and the catalytic surface.

**Experimental**

Catalytic reforming of cellulose particles was examined in three separate experimental apparatus due to the significant difference in cellulose feedstock dimensions (micron- versus centimeter-scale) and catalyst supports (foam versus flat surfaces).

**Catalyst preparation**

The catalyst in Fig. 1a was supported on an 80 pores per inch (ppi) α-Al₂O₃, foam cylinder 17 mm in diameter and 10 mm in length with visible struts and tortuous pores. The flat catalytic surface (wafer) in Fig. 1b was prepared by compressing α-Al₂O₃ powder into a disk 2 mm thick and 22 mm wide, sintering at 800 °C for 30 hrs and 1180 °C for 8 hrs. Both catalysts were prepared by wet impregnation of Rh-Ce (2.5 wt% of the support each), drying, and calcination at 600 °C for 6 hrs.

**Micron-scale particle processing on foam supports**

Small particle (<500 μm) autothermal conversion was examined in a 20 mm I.D. quartz reactor tube described previously. Three foams were stacked on top of each other along with a fourth blank 80 ppi foam on the bottom, wrapped in ceramic paper (for friction fit) and slid into the reactor tube. A type K thermocouple was inserted 10 mm from the leading surface. A 1 cm pyrex tube combined with a size 20 pyrex reactor tube end cap provided the connection between the reactor and a cellulose hopper necessary for solid particle delivery. A quartz light pipe was inserted through the end cap and contacted the leading surface providing a light sample to an optical pyrometer. The cellulose particles (avg. 315 μm) stored in an acrylic tube hopper (~10 cm diameter) were pushed into a feed tube (0.25 inch I.D.) using a 0.25 inch wood auger driven in reverse with a servo motor permitting variable feed rates. Air was supplied by a gas cylinder and metered by a flow control valve calibrated with a bubble column.

The quartz reactor was wrapped in a resistive heater controlled by a variac and wrapped in insulation. Autothermal operation was initiated with air flow of 1.5 standard liters per minute (SLPM) by heating the reactor externally to ~400 °C at which point particles were continuously delivered to the surface. Steady autothermal operation was obtained within five minutes, and the heater was turned off. Varying surface temperatures were obtained by varying the air flow rate or cellulose flow rate. The high speed camera was placed ~45° from the surface normal, obtaining light through the curved quartz reactor wall. Light for high-speed photography was provided to the front of the particles. Figure S1 of the supplementary information depicts the experimental setup.

**Micron-scale particle processing on flat supports**

Particles of cellulose and sucrose pyrolyzing on a flat catalytic wafer (Rh-Ce/α-Al₂O₃, 2.5 wt% each) were observed using a high speed camera. A quartz reactor tube was fixed in place 1–2 cm above the catalytic wafer by metal clamps. Air was supplied by a high pressure gas cylinder through a needle valve, and particles of solid material were applied down the reactor tube to the catalytic surface from a side tube sealed with a pushrod. A quartz fiber light pipe delivering light to an optical pyrometer was attached through the quartz reactor wall such that it contacted the catalytic surface. A butane torch was clamped directly below the catalytic wafer such that its distance was adjustable to control the surface temperature. The high speed...
camera was placed ~80° from the surface normal, obtaining light through a flat pyrex protector plate. Light for high-speed photography was provided from behind the particles. Figure S9 of the supplementary information depicts the experimental setup.†

Centimeter-scale particle processing

Large particles of cellulose (7 × 7 × 500 mm) were prepared by pulping a mixture of mainly hemicellulose and cellulose (79.8% glucan, 19.3% xylan, 0.3% lignin, 0.4% ash) in deionized water, drying the pulp in a mold (50 × 50 × 1 cm), and cutting the dried block to the desired dimensions.

Processing of large particles occurred on catalytic foams in a 20 mm i.d. reactor described above with the addition of a 1 cm i.d. pyrex tube extending ~1 m from the top of the reactor. Cellulose rods were pressed against the catalytic foam from above by weights placed within the sealed tube. The bulk surface temperature was varied from ~600–900 °C by varying the dilution of methane and oxygen feed gas with the constraint that C/O = (fuel C)/(atomic oxygen from O₂) = 0.8 and total gaseous flow rate was 5.0 SLM. Gaseous reactor effluent was collected and measured by gas chromatography to validate rod conversion rates. Figure S18 of the supplementary information depicts the experimental setup.†

Experiments were setup such that a rod of cellulose, 500 mm in length, was suspended 5 cm above the foam catalysts by a pin extending out of the reactor through a sealed port. Nitrogen, oxygen and methane, flowing around the suspended cellulose and through the catalyst, were heated by an external torch applied to the reactor wall near the catalyst to initiate autothermal reforming. The experiment was initiated by removing the pin permitting the cellulose rod to fall to the catalyst surface while simultaneously adjusting the oxygen/nitrogen/methane flow rates to satisfy C/O = 0.8. The rate at which the cellulose sample ablated on the catalyst was measured by recording the movement of the cellulose end as it passed graduations on the feed tube with time. Downstream gas samples were collected and analyzed by gas chromatography for carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide to verify carbon processing rates.

High-speed photography

Digital video was obtained by focusing a Photron Fastcam Ultima APX with color image through a curved quartz reactor or pyrex plate. The four optical devices placed in series to obtain the presented magnification were: 1) a Micro-NIKKOR 105 mm lens by Nikon of Japan, 2) a Nikon PN-11 extension tube by Nikon of Japan, 3) a Kenko extension tube for Nikon/AF 36 mm by Kenko of Japan, and 4) a Kenko 2x Teleplus MC7 telephoto extension tube by Kenko of Japan. Light was provided to the catalyst necessary for high speed imaging by a Solarc Light LB-50 by Welch Allyn, Inc. of New York, USA.

Visualization videos of particle conversion on catalytic foams were collected through the 2 mm thick quartz reactor tube, while particles on wafer were obtained through 0.5 cm pyrex glass used to protect the camera. Particle sizes were obtained by relating the measured number of pixels within a frame to known sizes of objects (thermocouple or quartz light pipe).

Results and discussion

In the integrated pyrolysis/catalysis process examined here, particles of cellulose in air impact a glowing (~700 °C) Rh-Ce/α-Al₂O₃ foam catalyst in a quartz reactor tube and pyrolyze completely under extreme thermal gradients to VOCs at millisecond time-scales. The VOCs flow into the catalyst, react with oxygen exothermically, and generate sufficient heat to maintain the catalyst at 700–800 °C driving endothermic pyrolysis in an overall exothermic, autothermal process.† This arrangement has been shown to efficiently produce equilibrium selectivity to clean synthesis gas without detectable char formation.†

Through the use of ultra high-speed imaging (1000 frames per second) we definitively demonstrate the existence of a liquid intermediate during the rapid heating of cellulose particles. Fig. 1a shows the conversion of a single ~300 μm diameter cellulose particle on an operating foam catalyst at ~700 °C from ~45° relative to the catalyst surface. After coming to rest on the surface (0 ms), the particle appears to initially rotate (7 & 30 ms) before the appearance of a smooth liquid layer along the bottom right edge (66 ms) distinguishable by its specular highlight. The development of a liquid phase continues to progress from the bottom of the particle (89 & 107 ms) until the entire particle exists as a hemispherical liquid droplet (121 ms). Clearly visible within the liquid layer are gaseous bubbles developing within the liquid sphere (107, 121, and 130 ms) moving to the surface and eventually the surrounding gas until the entire particle volatilizes leaving a clean surface (171 ms). All frames are available as supplementary video 1.†

In a different experiment (Fig. 1b) we examined the impact of cellulose particles in air on a flat Rh-Ce/α-Al₂O₃ surface heated from below by a butane torch to 700 °C. Viewed at 80° from the surface normal, the particle initially exhibits poor surface contact (0–7 ms) before forming a liquid clearly in intimate contact with the catalyst (66–107 ms). Conversion to a liquid at 130 ms produces a hemispherical shape, which fully volatilizes leaving a clean surface at 176 ms. All frames are available as supplementary video 3.†

The existence of a liquid intermediate from cellulose, often referred to as ‘active cellulose,’ has elicited controversy.† Further multi-step cellulose decomposition mechanisms include an intermediate cellulose-like biopolymer of reduced degree of polymerization to fit empirical data. Further depolymerization and fragmentation to organic liquids (e.g. methanol, hydroxycetalddehyde, levoglucosan) dominates around 500 °C in seconds, while higher temperatures favor gases (e.g. CO, H₂, CO₂) and lower temperatures favor dehydration chemistry to solid char. Previous evidence for depolymerized liquid intermediate formation was observed by showing that cellulose rods, similar to ice or meltable polymers, can be ablated on hot surfaces. A different set of experiments exposed small particles of cellulose to very short durations of applied heat and observed solid products with smooth surfaces, indicative of intermediate liquids. However, the present evidence clearly shows a liquid state forming spherical conformations and interacting with surfaces and other particles.†
Dimensional tracking of several particles (Fig. 2a) on the catalytic foam shows that the conversion time is directly proportional to the square of the initial particle diameter, even for particles as small as 100 μm. Furthermore, measurements shown in Fig. 2b (height and width) depict the lifetime of both particles in Fig. 1 and reveal three stages in particle volatilization. In region A, the particle exhibits poor surface contact and no apparent change in size. In region B, intermediate liquid formation propagates up the particle, coinciding with a nearly linear reduction in height. Finally, in region C, the liquid droplet undergoes further pyrolysis to gases and volatile organics, exhibiting constant decrease in width and volume as shown in Figure S13 of the supplementary information.

The nature of the intermediate liquid has enormous implications on the rate of heat transfer from catalytic surfaces for thermal conversion of cellulosic materials. Particle pyrolysis is categorized in two ways, according to the dominant mode of heat transfer (internal or external) and the rate limiting phenomenon (chemical conversion by pyrolysis, product gas mass transfer or heat transfer).20 In this case, the thermal decomposition chemistry of cellulose above 400 °C is sufficiently fast to never be rate limiting for particles on the order of ten microns and larger.20 Additionally, the chemistry observed in Fig. 1 and the data in Fig. 2b clearly shows that solid to intermediate liquid conversion dominates the conversion time eliminating gas phase product mass transfer from being rate limiting. Therefore, conversion can only be limited by heat transfer to the particle by radiation, convection, conduction from the surface, or internal particle heat transfer (Fig. 2a).

The behavior of total conversion time as directly proportional to the square of the initial diameter has previously indicated internal heat transfer limitation, thereby requiring the ratio of external to internal heat transfer (described by the Biot number, Bi = hD/k) to be large (Bi > 10) where k is the thermal conductivity of cellulose, D is the particle diameter, and h is the external heat transfer coefficient.21 Neither maximum radiation, ε = 1 and T∞ = 700 °C (10^2 < Bi_rad < 10^4), nor gas convection calculated from the Ranz and Marshall correlation (Bi_convection ~ 1) are sufficiently large to limit the system by internal particle heat transfer.22 External heat transfer from the surface by conduction can be estimated from

\[ q_{\text{Conduction}} = \frac{dV}{dt} \frac{\Delta H_{\text{pyrolysis}}}{A_{\text{Contact}}} = h_{\text{Conduction}}(\Delta T) \]  

The volume of the liquid droplet, V, in each frame was calculated by assuming the droplet was a portion of a sphere as shown in Figure S12 of the supplementary information.† This method reveals that the change in volume, dV/dt, of the liquid droplet (Fig. 2, region C) is constant as shown in Figure S13 of the supplementary information.† By calculating dV/dt from ~200 measurements of several particles (Fig. 2, region C) and assuming ΔH_{pyrolysis} = 538 kJ kg^{-1}, ρ = 650 kg m^{-3}, the heat flow, q_{\text{Conduction}}, is 3.4 ± 0.2 MW m^{-2} as shown by a histogram in the Fig. 2b inset of all experimental measurements.† Further assuming the intermediate liquid is approximately the fusion temperature described by Lede (739 K), then ΔT ~ 200 °C, and h_{\text{surface}} must be (1.7 ± 0.1) × 10^6 W m^{-2} K^{-1}, satisfying Bi ~ 10 and concluding that surface heat transfer is overwhelming.

Fig. 2 Dimensional tracking of cellulose particle conversion for surface heat flux estimation. a. The time for observed particles to completely convert was proportional to the square of the initial particle diameter (T_c = kD^2) consistent with internal particle heat transfer control thereby requiring the ratio of external to internal heat transfer (Biot Number) to be larger than ~10. Only a conductive heat transfer coefficient of h = 10^5–10^6 W m^{-2} K^{-1} (shaded region) can result in a Biot >> 1 describing the thermal and reacting wave observed in Fig. 1. b. The conversion of a single cellulose particle (~300 μm) on a 700 °C surface appears to occur in three phases (A, B, and C) shown as a cartoon and described by height and width for flat surfaces (data points) and foams (grey line). (A) Initial impact with a catalytic surface exhibits very poor surface contact and slow initial heating. (B) Particle surface contact points eventually pyrolyze to a biopolymer liquid (active cellulose) which can contact the surface and permit rapid pyrolysis with a linear decrease in height. Gas nucleation was observed in the height around 140–150 ms. (C) An active cellulose drop exhibits linear decrease in volume (and radius of curvature) with time and an enormous heat flux of 3.4 ± 0.2 MW m^{-2} (inset).
and dominant. Convection and radiation are included by this method of estimating the heat transfer rate, but their magnitude is on the order of the experimental error or less.

The mechanism permitting high conductive heat transfer to the particle can be observed in Fig. 1. Droplets of volatile fluids such as glycerol, heptane, or dodecane commonly exhibit film boiling (the Leidenfrost effect) which lift them off very hot surfaces, slowing conductive heat transfer. However, experiments with cellulose (and additional experiments with sucrose available as video 4 in the supplementary information) show that the liquid intermediate on a ~700 °C catalytic surface maintains contact, dramatically improving conductive heat transfer to the particle.

High heat flux through an intermediate liquid species has unique implications for the chemistry of cellulose decomposition. As observed in Fig. 1, cellulose conversion occurs as a thermal wave passing through the particle. For small particles considered here (<500 μm), no portion of the particle exists sufficiently long at low temperature (~300–400 °C) for char-forming chemistry to occur appreciably. However, as a particle increases in size to 1 mm or greater (e.g. wood chips), it becomes unavoidable that a portion of the solid biopolymer away from the hot surface will exist within the char-producing temperature range. One demonstrated solution to this fundamental problem utilizes high heat transfer rates between a large (thermally-thick) particle and a hot non-catalytic surface moving relative to the sample to mechanically sweep away pyrolysis products.

However, more simple processing of cellulose can occur with a stationary surface utilizing a catalyst on a porous surface.

A different experiment with cellulose (Fig. 3a) demonstrates that high heat flux through the liquid intermediate on catalytic surfaces can also process large rods (7 × 7 × 500 mm) rapidly. By pressing a cellulose rod directly onto a Rh-Ce/Al2O3 foam co-reforming methane, the rate of cellulose pyrolysis was measured as a function of applied pressure (12–36 kPa) and bulk catalyst surface temperature. Below a surface temperature of about 750 °C, the rod exhibited the expected behavior of intermediate char formation which permitted the rod to pass through the catalyst only as fast as the intermediate char gasification rate, ~50 kg m⁻² hr⁻¹. However, above approximately 750 °C, the rod processing rate was considerably higher (>300 kg m⁻² hr⁻¹), linear in temperature, and a strong function of applied pressure, indicating that pyrolysis at the leading cellulose edge is the rate limiting step.

Fig. 3b describes a qualitative temperature distribution consistent with experimental observations. As heat flow from the surface (Qsurf) increases, the thermal gradient within the solid cellulose particle increases and the length of cellulose (‘a’ in Fig. 3b) existing within the char-forming temperature region decreases (‘b’ in Fig. 3b). At heat fluxes present in the described experiments, the thermal gradient in the cellulose rod is sufficiently steep to result in negligible char formation.

The decomposition of cellulose at the rod tip in contact with the catalytic surface likely undergoes very complex multiphase rearrangement. As solid cellulose decomposes to intermediate liquid, it is pushed into the pores of the catalyst. Additionally, individually developed fluid droplets are likely to coalesce to larger ones.

Fig. 3 Large particle conversion on catalytic surfaces. a. Cellulose particles (7 × 7 × 500 mm) reacted to synthesis gas on a Rh-Ce coated alumina foam by direct impingement in the presence of oxygen. The interface pressure was varied from 12–36 kPa, and the catalyst surface temperature was controlled by methane catalytic partial oxidation at C/O = 0.8 diluted with varying amounts of N2 (total gas flow rate was a constant 5 SLPM). Cellulose conversion exhibited a distinct change in conversion rate (surface flux) between the char gasification rate control and linear pyrolysis rate control around 750 °C. Error bars (not shown) of ±21 kg m⁻² hr⁻¹ represent a 95% confidence interval. b. The form of the cellulose temperature profile is depicted as a function of the rod length. As heat flux, Qsurf, from the catalyst through cellulose increases, the thermal gradient increases (becomes sharper). At high heat flux from the surface, Qsurf, the sharp temperature gradient permits very little length (b) of the extended cellulose rod to exist within the char-forming temperature range (~300–400 °C). However, as Tsurf decreases below ~750 °C, Qsurf decreases and more of the extended rod (length a) forms char such that char removal by gasification becomes the rate-limiting process.
This phenomenon has been observed on catalyst foams when two small particles, each ~300 μm, come to rest near each other and decompose to an intermediate liquid during the same period of time as shown in Fig. 4. Within 80 ms of the first particle landing, the particle on the right is fully liquid and the particle on the left is mostly liquid. Within a few milliseconds, the two liquid droplets combine to form a single particle. The most violent motion forming the bridge between the two particles occurs faster than a single millisecond and can only be inferred from the frames and video. The combined particle continues to form a spherical shape in the next 25 ms before completely volatilizing at 180 ms. All frames are available as supplementary video 2.†

The existence of a processing regime capable of combining pyrolysis of biomass particles with catalysis facilitates the development of new reactor designs and chemistries. Many of the conclusions developed here regarding the liquid intermediate, high heat transfer rates, and large particle processing can be extended to previous non-catalytic biomass reactors (e.g. biomass ablative vortex reactor).30 Additionally, new combinations of pyrolysis and catalysis become more viable, including mixed pyrolysis/hydrogenation, pyrolysis/hydrodeoxygenation, or pyrolysis/cracking. However, additional research will be required to more fully describe the solid-nonvolatile fluid heat transfer mechanism as well as the operating parameters that control the large particle regime transition.

Conclusions

High speed photography reveals that direct impingement of microcrystalline cellulose particles with Rh-based reforming catalysts at 700 °C produces an intermediate liquid phase that reactively boils to vapors. The intermediate liquid maintains contact with the catalyst surface permitting high heat transfer (3.4 MW m⁻²) generating an internal thermal gradient visible within the particle as a wave of solid to liquid conversion. During the period of solid to liquid conversion, the particle height decreased linearly with time. Complete conversion to liquid yields a fluid droplet on the catalyst surface exhibiting linear decrease in droplet volume with time leaving behind a clean surface absent solid residue (char). Under specific interfacial conditions, conversion with large cellulosic particles on the length-scale of wood chips occurs continuously as generated liquid and vapors are pushed into the porous surface.
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